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Abstract

Speech recognition confidence-scores quantitatively represent correctness of decoded utterances in a [0,1] range. Confidences have primarily been used to filter out recognitions with scores below a threshold. They have also been used in other speech applications in e.g. arbitration, ROVER, and high-quality data selection for model training etc. Confidence-scores are computed from a rich set of confidence-features in the speech recognition engine. While many speech applications consume confidence scores, we haven’t seen adequate focus on directly consuming confidence-features in applications. In this work we build a thesis that additionally consuming confidence-features can provide significant gains across confidence-related tasks. We demonstrate this for arbitration application, where we obtain 31% relative reduction in word-error-rate (WER) for speaker adaptation on limited data.
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1. Introduction

Automatic speech recognition (ASR) has seen the strongest wave of deployment and usage across devices and services in recent years. Confidence-scores are integral to ASR, we obtain these scores from a confidence-classifier trained over a set of confidence-features to maximally discriminate between correct and incorrect recognitions. We refer [1] for an introduction to our confidence classifier framework. The Confidence-scores lie in a [0,1] range, we desire higher scores for correct recognitions, and lower for, (a) incorrect recognitions from in-grammar (IG) and, (b) any recognition from out-of-grammar (OOG) utterances. These scores are typically evaluated for individual words as well as the utterance. Confidences are especially critical for ASR-enabled devices that are always in an active (continuous) listening mode in an application-constrained grammar. There potential recognitions from side-speech, background noise etc. can trigger unexpected system response. Therefore, confidence-scores were used to contain recognitions from OOG utterances from being recognized as IG utterances. We refer [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] for a survey of confidence techniques and confidence-features. We refer [7] for a description of confidence-features obtained from decoding process and an analysis of the features with respect to reduction in cross-entropy criterion. Confidence-scores were computed from word lattices in [8] and N-best lists in [9]. We also refer [10, 11, 12, 13] for classifiers and additional features used for confidence-classification task.

Confidence-scores have also been used in other ASR applications e.g., (a) arbitration where we select the best between client and service recognition results, (b) recognizer output voting error reduction (ROVER) where we perform multi-system combination [14, 15], (c) selecting high quality data for unsupervised model training, (d) key-word spotting tasks, (e) confidence-normalization [16] etc. While many of the downstream ASR applications consume confidence-scores, we have seen limited attempts on consuming confidence-features instead of confidence-score. Using confidence-features in downstream applications offers many advantages, (a) access to detailed information, (b) opportunity to retrain with confidence-features and optimize downstream task, (c) downstream application may operate over a dataset where confidence-score may not be applicable, (d) confidence-features are usually robust across languages but confidence-score may require normalization [16], (e) updating confidence-classifier does not create a dependency on updating downstream application. In this work we present our individual confidence-features, and, highlight the diverse information they encapsulate. We specifically demonstrate the richness of these features for arbitration application where we present significant gains in arbitration metric.

In addition to emphasizing the importance of confidence-features, we present a novel application of confidence-scores by embedding them in DNN speaker adaptation framework. We have established significant gains with our current speaker adaptation [17], there incorporating confidence-scores in adaptation provides additional gains. Rest of this work is organized in the following. We provide a background to our confidence-features and confidence-scores in Sec. 2. We discuss an application of these features to arbitration in Sec. 3. We present a new application of confidence-scores to further improve our baseline DNN adaptation [17] in Sec. 4. We discuss new scopes and applications of confidence-features and scores in Sec. 5. Sec. 6 concludes our study.

2. Background on Confidence-Features and Confidence-Scores

We discussed the significance of confidence-scores in Sec. 1 where we mentioned that confidence-classifier makes an inference on the correctness of recognition events. This is thus a binary classification problem [18] with the 2-classes in, (1) correct recognitions, (2) all incorrect recognitions that includes misrecognitions over IG utterances as well any recognition from OOG utterances. The classifier is trained from a rich set of confidence-features that we obtain from speech decoding. A few of our prominent confidence-features are:

1. acoustic-model features - we aggregate per-frame acoustic score over a word or an utterance. We also compute scores from acoustic-arc transitions. These scores are
typically normalized for duration.
2. language-model features - these include fanout and perplexity features.
3. noise and silence-model features - we compute features from noise and silence models.
4. 2nd-order features - we compute word-confidence-weighted average of acoustic features in a phrase, see [1].
5. duration features - we compute word-duration and number of words in a phrase etc.
6. senone count - count of active senones during decoding.
7. confusibility - this indicates confusibility of the best hypothesis.
8. log-spectra-derived features - we derive posterior features from speech log-Melspectra.

Our features are appropriately normalized to be robust across speech duration and intensity. We refer [1] for additional details on our confidence-classifier architecture and related features. Confidence-scores are computed from a confidence-classifier trained over confidence-features. These features are obtained from a particular collection of training data and grammar; we obtain positive tokens from successfully recognized utterances and negatives from incorrect recognitions.

Confidence-scores are optimized for classifying correct and incorrect recognitions. The optimization criterion and corresponding needs can be different for downstream speech applications that consume confidence-scores. In this work we motivate a use case for rich set of confidence-features. These features are typically 20-dimensional (dim) for a word or for an utterance, so additional memory required to store these features is minimal. The confidence-features are already computed for evaluating confidence-score so additional work required to extract confidence-features is minimal. The only incremental cost is to communicate confidence-features to the downstream application. Considering a typical speech segment of 5 secs, encoded at 8 kB/sec for a total of 40kB, confidence-features add 80 Bytes to the communication footprint, thus only 0.2% to speech footprint.

### 3. Rich Confidence-Features for Arbitration

Arbitration is an application where we select the best among multiple simultaneous ASR results. We explain our arbitration framework for personal assistant experience on smart devices in Fig. 1. We decode an utterance simultaneously for both client and service engines. Client engine is designed to work with traditional client scenarios like call, digit dialing, text, open applications etc., service engine works better for rest of the speech scenarios including voice-search, weather etc. By design client and service cater seamlessly to all speech scenarios and contain language-model (LM) and acoustic-model (AM) optimized for respective tasks. Though we have distinct engines for client and service speech scenarios, they work together in a unified way that is indistinct for the user as we obviously don’t expect user to provide inputs on his scenario being one of client or service. Arbitration is the key speech application that provides a unified experience by selecting the best among the client and service results. In Fig. 1 both client and service listen to speech from potentially all scenarios and produce respective recognition results under the constraint of their respective engine, AM and LM. These results are communicated to arbitration where it selects the best between the two results. Arbitration sends the results back to client where a decision unit at client will typically provide the arbitrated result to the user on their smart devices.

There can be a few scenarios where the decision unit can simply choose the client recognition e.g., (a) if client confidence-scores are higher than a present threshold; client can simply choose client ASR result if it’s very confident, this avoids latency incurred in hearing back from service and arbitration, (b) in absence of connection to service, then user can still use client side speech applications.

Figure 1: Arbitration for client and service ASR results. Our work additionally feeds confidence-features from both client and server to arbitration.

#### 3.1. Incorporating Confidence-Features in Arbitration

In this section, we build a thesis on consuming the rich set of confidence-features in arbitration. Our baseline arbitration is trained from a number of carefully designed features, still the confidence-features provide detailed and complementary information in noise, silence, acoustic and language-model scores, and is expected to be useful for arbitration. Confidence-scores from both client and service are currently used by arbitration, these scores provide a good gist of confidence-features but we can benefit a great deal with directly consuming confidence-features by (a) using much more gradual information in terms of 20-dim confidence-features versus a single confidence-score in arbitration, (b) confidence-scores are designed to optimize the performance of confidence-classifier which is clearly different from arbitration, so retraining with confidence-features helps, (c) arbitration and confidence-classifier may be trained over different datasets, so the information encapsulated by confidence-score may not generalize to dataset relevant for arbitration, (d) confidence-scores are language-specific as they may have been trained from a number of carefully designed features, still the confidence-features provide detailed and complementary information in noise, silence, acoustic and language-model scores.
using confidence-score in arbitration creates a dependency for arbitration on confidences, any update to confidence-classifiers potentially requires retraining arbitration; we can completely alleviate this issue if we consume confidence-features instead of confidence-score in arbitration, this lets us independently update confidence-classifier without impacting arbitration.

We demonstrate our approach that uses the rich confidence-features for arbitration in Fig. 1. We build the infrastructure required to extract confidence-features from both client and service engine, and communicate them to arbitration, see Fig. 1. As expected we require little work in communicating service confidence-features to arbitration. For client, we additionally send 80 Bytes of data for a typical 5 secs. speech, this is 0.2% relative increase to our payload from client to service. Depending on application and need, arbitration can be retrained and deployed with confidence-features from (a) just client, (b) just service, (c) both client and service.

3.2. Arbitration Experiments and Results

We present and analyze results with using confidence-features in arbitration. Our arbitration module was trained from over 35k speech utterances. Testing was done on over 25k utterances. We decoded these utterances against both client and service engines with their respective AM and LM, and obtained corresponding recognition results. We had ground-truth transcriptions for these utterances and created their classification targets in terms of client or service based on what provided a lower word-error rate. Our baseline arbitration features are 20-dim, that include duration, confidence-score and few semantic features etc. We additionally obtained 20-dim confidence-features from each of client and service. We followed the existing framework for training arbitration that uses a boosted-decision-tree for classification.

We demonstrate the value in client confidence-features in Fig. 2. There we plot probability-distribution-function for a few features for arbitration task. There “correct” refers to cases where client wins, and “InCorrect” refers to service wins, “Confidence-Score” indicates usual client confidence-score. We visually see that some of the features better separate the 2 classes than confidence-score.

Next we provide receiver-operating-curve (ROC) for baseline and with including client confidence-features in Fig. 3, where we note a strongly better ROC curve throughout the range of curve. In this arbitration task, “False Positive” (FP) indicates incorrect wins from client and “True Positive” (TP) indicates correct wins from service. Specifically at FP of 0.1, we can improve TP from 0.81 to 0.86, for a 26% relative reduction in (1-TP). We note area-under-the-curve (AUC) metrics in Table 1, where including client confidence-features improved AUC from 0.927 to 0.946, additionally including server confidence-features improved AUC to 0.95 for a 31.5% relative reduction in (1-AUC) metric. Our arbitration-classifier ranks all of its features in the order of importance. As expected confidence-features appear prominently among the top features, with 7 of the top-10 overall features being confidence-features. This can be understood in the context of Fig. 2 and further demonstrates that the proposed features add value to arbitration.

4. Confidence-Scores in DNN Speaker Adaptation Framework

In [17], we established that speaker adaption techniques can provide significant improvements to state-of-the-art DNNs-based ASR. There, we also proposed singular-value-decomposition (SVD) bottleneck adaption, this technique involves far less adaptation parameters, while providing significant accuracy improvement. In this section we propose to embed confidence-scores in DNN adaptation. We noted that confidence-scores imply the correctness of recognition results. In the context of speaker-adaptation confidence-scores indicate a degree of match between the speaker-specific data and speaker-independent (SI) model, thus smaller confidence-scores imply weaker match between data and model, so speaker adaptation can benefit with emphasizing data with low confidence-scores. We propose to include a weight $c(x_t)$ to standard negative cross entropy criterion [19] in below:

![Figure 3: Receiver operating curve (ROC) for arbitration.](image-url)
\[ D = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{t=1}^{N} \sum_{s_{t}=1}^{S} c(x_{t}) \log p(s_{t}|x_{t}) \]

There for frame \( t \), \( x_{t} \) indicates input vector to DNN. Our proposed weights \( c(x_{t}) \) depend on the confidence-scores associated with feature \( x_{t} \). We group all adaptation data into 3 categories based on low, medium and high confidence-scores. We specify \( c(x_{t})=2 \) for data associated with low confidence scores, and retain \( c(x_{t})=1 \) for data associated with medium and high confidence-scores. In general we can specify other appropriate values for \( c(x_{t}) \), though we found that above values of \( c(x_{t}) \) provided consistently strong performance. Note that the baseline that doesn’t embed confidence-scores is equivalent to retaining \( c(x_{t})=1 \) for all data.

4.1. DNN adaptation experiment

We evaluated our approach on short message dictation (SMD) task and applied SVD bottleneck adaptation. The baseline SI models were trained with 300 hours VS and SMD data. Our core features are 66-dim dynamic Log-MelFilterbank features. We use a context window of 11 frames for a total of 726-dim input vector to a DNN that has 5 hidden layers with 2048 nodes each. The output layer has 6000 nodes. Additional details on the experimental setup can be seen in [17]. Our test set consisted of a SMD task with 6 speakers. The total number of test set words is 20000. The baseline low-rank SI system achieves 19.9% word-error rate (WER); we also obtained confidence-scores by decoding against SI model. We varied the number of adaptation utterances from 20 (2.2 minutes) to 100 (11 minutes) for each speaker.

We note results for supervised adaptation using ground-truth transcriptions in Table 2. There for 20 utts. adaptation data we improve the word-error rate relative reduction (WERR) from 1.5% to 5% when including confidence-scores in adaptation with \( c(x_{t})=2 \) for low confidence data, and otherwise \( c(x_{t})=1 \). We also experimented with emphasizing medium and high confidence data, and few other combinations but we found that above values of \( c(x_{t}) \) provided consistently better results. This is understandable as here we are emphasizing DNN to learn from data that is currently a weaker match to the SI model. Medium and high confidence data is already a good match to model, so we may not learn a lot by emphasizing those data segments. Confidence-scores have also been used for data selection [20] and model training in [21] but the focus was mostly on data with high confidence; our results provide a new dimension to the use of confidence-scores where we emphasize data with low confidence-scores. In Table 2, we also see strong gains for 50 and 100 utts. adaptation data. A difference of 1% WERR is significant in this task.

We report results for unsupervised adaptation in Table 3, there we decode data against SI model and use hypothesis to align data for adaptation. There too we see 1.4-3.6% increase in WERR across different utterances. Using 20 utterances regresses baseline unsupervised adaptation, but we at least retain performance when using confidence-scores. Low confidence data from hypothesis may also indicate, (1) lower accuracy along with, (2) weaker match to SI model. However, we find merit with emphasizing low confidence data, this indicates that out of the above two factors, weaker match to SI model dominates.

We demonstrated novel applications of confidence-features and confidence-scores in this work, where we presented strong gains for arbitration and DNN speaker adaptation. We also foresee an application of confidence-features to ROVER. Confidence-score is one of the strongest features for ROVER system but these scores can be in different range across the individual systems, requiring an additional step of score normalization. We have noted that Confidence-features generalize across acoustic models and thus avoid requiring normalization. Confidence-scores are also used in model recommendation for different speakers, where we recommend one of the many AMs that may work best for particular speakers, there too we can leverage confidence-features. An approach to combine client and server ASR results while ensuring all client data remains private was recently presented in [22], confidence-features may also be applicable to that task.

### Table 2: WER and WERR for Supervised adaptation. Baseline WER is 19.9%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nutts</th>
<th>Best Adaptation</th>
<th>+Include Confidence-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WER</td>
<td>WERR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>16.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: WER and WERR for Unsupervised adaptation. Baseline WER is 19.9%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nutts</th>
<th>Best Adaptation</th>
<th>+Include Confidence-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WER</td>
<td>WERR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Discussion

Confidence-scores have been used across speech applications in ROVER, arbitration, selecting high quality data for unsupervised model training, and key-word spotting etc. Confidence-scores are computed over a rich set of confidence-features in the speech recognition engine. While a number of downstream speech applications consume confidence scores, we haven’t seen adequate focus on directly consuming confidence-features in those applications. We proposed that additionally consuming confidence-features can provide huge gains for confidence-related tasks and demonstrate that with respect to arbitration, where we obtained 31% relative reduction in AUC metric. Furthermore, using confidence-features help decouple confidence-classifier and arbitration; this avoids a dependency on updating arbitration whenever we update confidence-classifier. We also demonstrate an application of confidence-scores in DNN speaker adaptation. Based on experiments we emphasize data with low confidence, this strongly improved WERR for DNN speaker adaptation on limited data scenarios.
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